
GENUM KIDZ
Mediroyal has seen the need of 
pediatric braces from the market for 
a long time. Here they are. 
 
The problem we have had has been to design and 
manufacture a small hinge that would be low profile,  
functional and lightweight. With this new double 

hinge in spring steel we have been able to design some 
new models for children based on our popular Genum 
Liga X and Genum Liga X-EASE 
INDICATIONS  
Ligament injuries, instabilities caused by knee 
deformities, hyperextension problems.

MR4151 MR4151

Genum Kidz Liga X
Based on the adult 4011/4111 with a unique strapping 
system at the back of the knee to prevent hyperexten-
sion. The double hinge is made of spring steel which ma-
kes it small, low profile and stable. The brace has elastic 
straps in the front and non elastic straps in the back. All 
straps are fully adjustable with hook and loop closures. 
Available in two choices of materials.

MR4151 Genum Kidz Liga X
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Circumference around the knee 

21-24 cm 

25-27 cm 

27-30 cm 

30-33 cm

MR4154 MR4154

Genum Kidz Liga X-Ease
Based on the adult  4014/4114 an anterior opening 
for easy and safe application. The brace can be applied 
without having to pull it up over the ankle. The uni-
que strapping system in the back of the knee prevents 
hyperextension, and the additional straps provide good 
support and stability. Fitted with a double hinge made of 
spring steel which makes it small, low profile and stable. 
Available in two choices of materials. 
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